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UPSKILLING THE YOUTH

According to UN Population Statistics Database, India will be adding 183 million
people to the working-age group of 15-64 years between 2020-50. Therefore, in the
next 30 years, India can potentially contribute to the incremental global workforce
by 22 per cent. On the other hand, the latest report by the Confederation of Indian
Industry (CII) points out that the demographic dividend of India would be a liability if
the country is not able to produce jobs or doesn't produce quality candidates.
To tackle this potential issue in the post-pandemic scenarios, United Way Delhi has
joined hands with corporate partners like Barclays and HDFC Bank to train youth
from nooks and corners of India. With the interventions of regular training & upskilling, we would be able to harness the powerhouse of the human workforce of
the country by supporting them to have sustainable professional lives.

13+ States

Project Parivartan

32, 400+
Youth

United for
Financial
Stability

United Way Delhi is implementing the
project "Parivartan", one of the
flagship programs of corporate
partner HDFC Bank in association
with GE Wipro Healthcare as the
community partner. The program aims
to empower 6,900+ youth from
vulnerable communities by training
and up-skilling them for fruitful
careers in the medical ecosystem of
India and generating dynamic
healthcare professionals leading to
better medical support in the coming
times. More than 3,450 youth have
received their training in the first
phase of the program in FY 2021-22.

Generating Employment in
Post-Pandemic Times

United Way Delhi with Barclays
engaging 25,500 community youth
to up-skill them in post-pandemic
scenarios for a sustainable career
and professional life through regular
training, counselling and placements
to 70% of youth enrolled.
Under this intervention, United Way
Delhi with community partner
Rubicon has vaccinated
591
individuals to guard them against the
Coronavirus and also plans to
vaccinate 2,500 youth in total.

& Improved
Livelihood
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UNITED FOR AIR

Schools
Colleges
RWAs

Community Engagement
9 Public LEDs & a
mobile app for realtime monitoring.

Reaching 10,000
Individuals Daily
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UNITED AGAINST COVID

Key Highlights

RT - PCR LAB

SUPPORT TO FRONTLINERS
MILLION PLEDGES

COMMUNITY AWARENESS

ICU BEDS
FAMILY ESSENTIAL KITS
VACCINATION ECOSYSYTEM

PHC UPGRADATION

THE FIGHT IS STILL ON
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As the conflict in Ukraine escalates, people continue to be in dire need of help.
United Way's trusted partners on the ground in #Ukraine are addressing the
immediate and longer-term relief needed for those made vulnerable by this conflict.

World Social Work Day

On the occasion of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav and World Social
Work Day 2022, the National Institute of Public Health Training
and Research (NIPHTR), Mumbai, erstwhile Family Welfare
Training & Research Centre, Mumbai, organized the National
Webinar on Professional Social Work: Building Communities for
the New Nation.
United Way Delhi's CEO, Mr Sachin S Golwalkar, marked his
valuable presence as one of the esteemed panellists in the
virtual webinar. Mr Golwalkar shared the vital idea for the
strengthening and sustainable growth of social services and
believes in building synergies in social work is key to achieving
collective goals.
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Community mobilization
through engagement events &
activities & home visits.
Capacity building initiatives on
skill development, business
development, financial
management, life skills &
gender.
Asset support to set up their
own business for the skill
developed and to become
entrepreneurs.
Towards financial stability,
women associated with the
program are encouraged to start
saving through SHG formation,
facilitated by the program
Click on the link or scan the
QR code to check the
product catalogue by the
women artisans of
Samriddhi Program

http://surl.li/bxqjy
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At United Way Delhi, we are honoured to
have women in our lives, as leaders,
coworkers, community members, family
members, and friends.
We couldn't have been here without them.
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PROGRAMMATIC UPDATES

Masks to prevent the surge

Continuing our COVID response, in the latest leg of our support to the
Chief Medical Officer of Gurugram, Haryana. A batch of supplies
comprising 9,200+ masks and other essential equipment were delivered
with the support from Radisson Hotel Group. The intervention for ensuring
the safety of the frontline workers during the Coronavirus vaccination and
the surge in cases during January 2022.

Parent - Teacher interaction at anganwadi centres
Anganwadi workers interacted with parents from the Neev component
in Delhi of the School Centered Community Development Program with
support from Genpact. The interaction focused on educating parents
and community members on the adequate nourishment of the kids in
their formative years of the 0-6 age group.

Solar energy powered digital classrooms &
tinkering lab
With the support from corporate partner AMD, we developed solar
energy powered tinkering lab and a digital classroom in Sohna,
Haryana, impacting more than 1000+ school students in rural India.
United Way Delhi's team provided infrastructural support, lab
equipment, TV, IEC materials and wall art with a holistic approach.
The team engaged students and teachers in sessions on digital
learning with learning material and conducted a workshop on
renewable energy for a better understanding.

Infrastructure strengthening in nursery
classrooms for the well-being of children.
United Way Delhi with corporate partner Hitachi Metals (India) Pvt.
Ltd., impacted more than 1000 students by strengthening 18
nursery classrooms in 9 MCD Schools in Delhi NCR. The
intervention took place under the Neev Program which aims to
improve the health and development of children (0-6 Years) through
child-friendly infrastructure, digital aid for learning, COVID ready
classrooms with safety supplies and BALA (Building as Learning
Aid).
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PROGRAMMATIC UPDATES

Community youth & school students for a
vertical garden
30 Youth from Maharjpur, Sahibabad, helped school students to
make a verticle garden in their school comprising more than 80
saplings to amplify oxygen supply and reduce carbon-dioxide
levels in the school and area around it, benefitting more than
500 individuals. This intervention took place under Integrated
Development through Innovative Approaches (IDIA) Project in
partnership with TATA Steel Foundation.

Creating a generation of responsible road users.
30+ Road Safety Champs were honoured by United Way Mumbai and
Total Energies as our future road safety ambassadors. The winners
were chosen from a pool of entries received under various categories
including poster making, songs, jingle, rap, etc with the pitch 'Road
Safety and Awareness'
The competition received over 700+ entries from Delhi NCR.

Building Covid Resilience among Communities
With different districts in the country observing a rise in cases, the reiteration
of messaging around Covid appropriate behaviour becomes more important.
Supported by our Partner Hitachi, our ‘CoVID Awareness Rath’ is doing rounds
in Sohna in Haryana to emphasise wearing masks, maintaining social
distancing and washing hands. Vaccination is a must too! 1500 citizens have
been impacted and made as Anti Covid Ambassadors, pushing the message
forward.
The awareness drive is a part of our Integrated Rural Development Program
(IRDP) - Building Covid Resilience in communities in #Sohna, Haryana.

Mental health workshop for the holistic wellness in youth
Karvaan - Youth Resource Centre in Aya Nagar, Delhi, under School
Centered Community Development supported by Genpact organised a 4day workshop on mental health for youth to cater for their needs after
the pandemic and upliftment to beat the stressful environment of
studies and increasing responsibilities.
The workshop was conducted by Kaleidoscope and helped youth in
appreciating the strengths and weaknesses of their character, making
decisions consistent with their abilities, improving interpersonal skills &
regulating emotions effectively.
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www.unitedwaydelhi.org

info@unitedwaydelhi.org

United We
+91 11 40507970

Can Make a

Difference!

Live United

S-79, First Floor,
Pancheel Park, Delhi - 110017

Give | Advocate | Volunteer

Live United

United Way Delhi is registered to receive FCRA with a registration certificate valid till 2023,
United Way Delhi has a valid CSR1 registration
Donations made to United Way Delhi are eligible to receive 80G, under 12A of the Income Tax
UWD is Registered on portals including NGO Darpan, Give India, CAF, Goodera, Benevity, D&B

